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ABSTRACT
A
An
A offshore sseismic surve
ey was conducted over th
he western edge
e
of the continental
c
shhelf in Bass Strait in 2006.
Underwater
U
n
noise from th
his survey was
w recorded on an auton
nomous sound recorder deployed in the Southern
Ocean
O
on the Antarctic continental slope.
s
Sound
d emission and propaga
ation modelss were verifiied by experimental
m
measu
ased on parameters and position of th
he airgun array and charaacteristics off the underwa
aurements ba
te
er sound cha
annel. A parrabolic equattion approxim
mation method was used
d to calculatee the sound field over th
he
continental
c
slope of Austrralia and then
n a normal m
mode model was
w employe
ed to accounnt for the tran
nsmission losss
due
d to sound scattering by
b surface wa
aves south o
of the Polar front. The numerical preddictions are consistent
c
with
th
he measurem
ment results within a few
w dBs for the
e sound expo
osure and en
nergy spectraal levels. It is
s also demonstrated
s
by me
easurementss and modelling that the best coupling of a near-s
surface sounnd source witth the SOFA
AR
underwater
u
ssound channe
el takes plac
ce when the source is located over the continenttal slope at a sea depth of
about
a
half of the channel’s axis depth
h. The mode
el can be use
ed to predictt masking effffects of man
n-made unde
erwater
w
noise o
on the communication environment off marine mam
mmals in Anttarctica.
1 INTRODU
UCTION
An
A offshore sseismic surve
ey, termed Aragorn,
A
wass conducted by
b PGS Geo
ophysical oveer the western edge of th
he
continental
c
sh
helf in Bass Strait in Apriil-May 2006. Details of th
his survey related to charracteristics and
a position of
th
he airgun arrray used in the survey and a descrription of und
derwater noiise measureements made
e at the sam
me
tiime using thrree autonom
mous underwa
ater noise re
ecorders in th
he Southern Ocean (Figuure 1) are pro
ovided in Gavriilov et al., 20
016. In this paper, a num
merical apprroach is pres
sented to mo
odel sound eemission and propagatio
on
frrom the airgu
un array to th
he furthermo
ost underwate
er sound rec
corder deploy
yed on the coontinental slope in Antarrctiica, at locatio
on 3 shown on
o the map in
n Figure. 1.

F
Figure 1: Lo
ocations of the underwa
ater sound recorders deployed in tthe Southern
O
Ocean in 20
006 (red trian
ngles), locatio
mic survey (reed circle) and
on of the Aragorn seism
tthe sound prropagation pa
aths (red line
es).
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A model of the sound signal emitted by the airgun array and the sound propagation model across the Southern
Ocean are presented in the next section. Modelling results are compared with measurement data in Section 3.
2

MODELLING APPROACH

2.1 Source signal
The sound signal emitted by the airgun array was modelled using a numerical model of sound emission from
single guns and airgun arrays developed at the Centre for Marine Science and Technology (CMST), Curtin University (Duncan, 1998). The model calculates the signal waveform in the far field, i.e. at a distance much larger
than the array dimensions. Then the waveform amplitude is back-extrapolated to a distance of 1 m from the array geometrical centre using the spherical spreading law for the transmission loss, so that the array is modelled
by a directional point source. As the array is a directional source of sound signal, the source signal waveform is
modelled for different azimuth and elevation angles. The azimuth angle is commonly measured clockwise relative to the vessel/array heading, and the elevation angle is measured relative to the downward vertical direction,
so that it is 90 for the horizontal emission. The input parameters of the model are the array geometry (as shown
in Figure 4 in Gavrilov et al., 2016) and the volume and chamber pressure of each active gun in the array.
The heading direction of all seismic tracks of the survey was either about 30 or 330 relative to the direction of
sound propagation to the recorder in Antarctica. Figure 2 shows the sound signal waveform emitted by the array
at an azimuth angle of 330 and elevation angle of 90.
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Figure 2: Sound signal waveform at 1 m from the airgun array centre, modelled for an
azimuth angle of 330 and elevation angle of 90.
The Energy Spectral Density (ESD) level of the sound signal emitted by the array at 330 is shown in Figure 3. It
is averaged over the elevation angles from 45 to 90 where most of the sound energy is coupled with the underwater sound channel. Averaging over the elevation angle is applied to simplify calculations of the sound
transmission loss with range, as most of the common sound propagation models do not directly accept point
sources with vertical directionality. The ESD level decays from about 10 Hz to nearly 100 Hz. The broad peak at
around 10 Hz is formed by the energy of air bubble pulsations which have slightly different frequencies for airguns with different volumes in the array. The modelled ESD shown in Figure 3 was used to predict the ESD at
the sound receiver in Antarctica.
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Figure 3: Energy spectra
al density leve
el of the sound signal at 1 m from thee airgun array
ccentre at an azimuth ang
gle of 330, a
averaged for elevation angles from 455 to 90.
2.2
2 Sound transmission
n model
The
T underwa
ater sound tra
ansmission channel
c
from
m Bass Straitt to Antarctic
ca is highly raange depend
dent. Firstly, it
lies over a ste
eep continen
ntal slope of Australia. S econdly, it crosses a sha
arp Polar froont at the Anttarctic conve
ergence,
g
where
e the axis off the underw
water sound cchannel ascends rapidly
y from about 1100 m dep
pth to the se
ea
surface
s
(Figure 4). The ba
athymetry alo
ong the soun
nd transmiss
sion path was
s modelled uusing the Geo
oscience Austrralia bathyymetry and
d topograp
phy grid of 250 m resolution (http://w
www.ga.gov
v.au/metadata
agateway/meta
g
adata/record
d/gcat_67703
3) for the inittial path secttion of 350 km length oveer the Austra
alian continenta
al
slop
pe
an
nd
the
OPO2
bathymettry/topograph
hy
data
ETO
gridded
(h
https://www.ngdc.noaa.g
gov/mgg/fliers
s/01mgg04.h
html) for the following sec
ction of the ppath.

F
Figure 4: Bathymetry and
d sound spe ed profile alo
ong the soun
nd transmisssion path from
m
B
Bass Strait to
o the sound recorder in A
Antarctica.
The
T sound sp
peed profile along the tra
ansmission p
path was mod
delled using the World O
Ocean Atlas gridded
g
clima
ato
ology data off 0.25 spatia
al resolution (https://www
w.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/wo
oa13/). Wateer temperature and salinity
data
d
for austrral autumn were
w
used to calculate the
e sound spee
ed profiles.
The
T geoacou
ustic propertie
es of the sea
abed along tthe sound tra
ansmission path
p
were geenerally unkn
nown. Results
of
o numerical modelling (S
Section 3) sho
owed that th e sound inte
eraction with the seafloor was significant only alon
ng
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th
he transmisssion path sections over the continen
ntal slope in Australia an
nd Antarcticaa. Based on
n a number of
probes
p
taken
n on the Australian contin
nental slope at various lo
ocations, the
e seabed waas assumed to be covere
ed
with
w medium to coarse sa
and. The sou
und speed in
n the seabed material was set in the m
model to be 1770 m/s, th
he
density
d
1800 kg/m3 and attenuation
a
0.47
0
dB/. A
As the seafloo
or properties over the co ntinental slope in Antarctica
c were unkn
nown, they were
w
assume
ed to be simillar to those near
n
Australia, which migght be an ins
sufficiently accurate
c
repressentation of the seafloor model.
m
The
T airgun a
array was tow
wed at 6 m below the se
ea surface. Because it was
w essentiaal to accurattely model th
he
coupling
c
of a near-surface sound sou
urce with the deep sound
d channel in the temperat
ate ocean sou
uth of Austra
alia
a, a Parabolic Equation (PE) approximation meth
hod was cho
osen to mode
el sound trannsmission from the airgu
un
array
a
over th
he initial secttion of the path
p
of 350 kkm length ly
ying over the
e continentall slope. A co
oupled normal
mode
m
method
d would also
o be capable of modelli ng the coup
pling of nearr-surface souurce with the
e deep soun
nd
channel
c
over the continen
ntal slope. However, it’s computation
nally less effic
cient than thhe PE method in an unde
erwater
w
sound channel ove
er rapidly ch
hanging bath
hymetry, whe
ere normal modes
m
are to be calcula
ated on a fin
ne
ra
ange grid.
The
T available
e PE computter models, including RA
AMGeo (http://cmst.curtin.edu.au/prodducts/underw
water/) used in
th
his study, are
e incapable of
o accounting
g for the tran
nsmission los
ss due to sca
attering of soound waves by
b the surfacce
wind
w
waves, which is critical for the path
p
section beyond the polar front. To
T include thhe scattering
g effect on th
he
sound
s
transm
mission loss, a normal mo
ode approach
oyed. The sound field preedicted by the
e PE model at
h was emplo
350
3 km from the source was
w expande
ed into a seriies of local normal modes
s, as describbed in Wilkes
s et al. (2016
6).
Then
T
the mod
des were pro
opagated ov
ver the rest o
of the transm
mission path to calculate the sound field and transmission
m
loss a
at the sound receiver.
The
T normal m
modes were calculated using the com
mputer norma
al mode mod
del ORCA (W
Westwood et al., 1996). As
A
th
he mode coupling effectt across the polar front w
was not exp
pected to be significant, based on Lii and Gavrilo
ov
(2
2006), an ad
diabatic mod
de approxima
ation was em
mployed, whiich made calculations m
much more co
omputationallly
efficient.
e
The
e surface sca
attering effec
ct was mode
elled using the
t
Kuperma
an-Ingenito bboundary pe
erturbation approximation,
p
w
where the im
maginary partt of the moda
al wavenumb
ber is increas
sed by the sccattering com
mponent:

 nS 

 2n
2k n

2
Z n 0 ,

σ is thhe RMS height of surfacee waves, Zn iis the mode function (moode shape), k n is the real part of modde
2
2
,  n  k  k n is the vertical
ponent of the
wavenumber
w
v
comp
e wavenumb
ber k  2f c . The RM
MS height σ of
where
w

surface
s
rough
hness was assumed
a
to be
b 2 m, whicch correspon
nds to a significant wave height of ap
pproximately 8
m typical for tthe high-latitude part of th
he Southern Ocean.

Figu
ure 5: Five lo
ocations of th
he sound sou
urce assume
ed in the moddel.
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The
T transmisssion loss wa
as calculated
d in the freq uency band from 5 Hz to 100 Hz wiith a 1 Hz in
ncrement. Th
he
modelling
m
band was limitted by those frequenciess because: (1) the mode
elled source signal ESD drops steep
ply
below
b
5 Hz a
and no airgun
n noise enerrgy was obse
erved below 5 Hz in the measuremeent data and (2) no energ
gy
of
o airgun sign
nals was obsserved above
e approximattely 50 Hz (s
see next secttion). The moodelling band
d was extend
ded
e to 100 Hz to assess th
he airgun noise spectrum
m at shallower receiver de
epths.
as placed att five different locations over the continental she
In
n the model, the sound source (airg
gun array) wa
elf
and
a slope sp
panning the range
r
of watter depth varriations in the area of the
e seismic suurvey. These
e locations arre
shown
s
in Figu
ure 5. The re
eceiver was placed at 11 00 m below the sea surfface which w
was the depth
h of the soun
nd
re
ecorder in th
he measurem
ments.
3 MODELL
LING RESUL
LTS AND CO
OMPARISON
N WITH EXP
PERIMENTAL DATA
The
T top pane
el of Figure 6 shows a lon
ng-time avera
age spectrog
gram of sea noise recordded over the time period of
th
he major parrt of the seissmic survey in May 2006
6. Periods with airgun no
oise can be rrecognised in
n this spectro
ogram
g
by broa
adband noise
e of higher in
ntensity from
m approximate
ely 7 Hz to nearly
n
50 Hzz. The bottom
m panel show
ws
th
he sea depth
h at the sourrce location at
a the times of airgun dis
scharge, whic
ch was takenn from the p1/90 data record
o provided by PGS. Th
he airgun noise could no
ot be distingu
uished in the
e backgroun d noise whe
en the seism
mic
vessel
v
operatted over the shelf in sha
allower waterr of less than
n 150 m sea
a depth. It alsso can be co
oncluded from
th
his figure tha
at the intensiity of airgun noise receivved in Antarc
ctica was slightly higher, w
when the sea depth at th
he
source
s
locatio
on varied witthin approxim
mately 300-7 00 m, than th
hat when the
e sea was deeeper (800-1200 m).

Figure 6: Long-time average
a
spec
ctrogram of ssea noise rec
corded over the
t time periood of the ma
ajor part of
orn seismic survey
s
in Ma
ay 2006 (top p
panel) and se
ea depth at th
he source loccation at the airgun
a
disthe Arago
charge ttimes (bottom
m panel).
Figure
F
7 sho
ows the wave
eform (top) and spectro gram (bottom
m) of a 200-s section oof the sea no
oise recordin
ng
made
m
on the 18th of May which contains the airgu
un noise of higher intensity. The sounnd exposure level (SEL) of
th
he received airgun signals corrected
d for the inttensity of ba
ackground no
oise varied w
5-118 dB re 1
within 117.5
µPa
µ 2ꞏs.
Figure
F
8 show
ws the transsmission loss
s versus rang
ge and depth modelled at
a 10 Hz, 300 Hz and 100
0 Hz. In thesse
fiigures, the trransmission loss is compared for so
ource location
ns 1, 3 and 5, where thee sea depth at the sourcce
lo
ocation was about 160 m,
m 360 m and
d 1160 m re
espectively. At
A 10 and 30
0 Hz, the effeect of sound energy transmission
m
from the deep SOFAR sound channel to
o the near-su
urface chann
nel in the poolar environm
ment is clearrly
seen
s
when th
he source is located in sh
hallower wate
er. This is no
ot surprising as in shallow
w water morre sound ene
er-
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gy
g is distributted into low-o
order modes
s concentrate
ed near the sound
s
channel axis. Conssequently, th
he sound levvel
at
a the receive
er placed nea
ar the bottom
m in Antarcticca, far away from
f
the sou
und channel aaxis, is lower.

Figure 7: Impu
ulsive airgun noise from tthe Aragorn seismic
s
surv
vey recorded on the 18th of
o May:
wa
aveform (top) and spectro
ogram (bottom
m).

Figure 8: Transmission loss
s modelled att 10 Hz (a), 30
3 Hz (b) and
d 100 Hz (c) ffor source loc
cations
(
row) and
a 5 (bottom
m row).
1 (top row), 3 (middle
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The
T
transmisssion loss att the receive
er is genera lly lower in this frequen
ncy band, whhen the sea
a depth at th
he
source
s
is moderate but le
ess than the depth of the
e SOFAR ch
hannel axis. The
T maximuum transmiss
sion loss at all
a
frrequencies o
occurs when the sound source
s
is loca
ated in deep
p water where
e the sea deepth is largerr than 1000 m.
m
In
n this case, a shallow so
ource is not well
w coupled with the dee
ep SOFAR ch
hannel throuugh the intera
action with th
he
sloping
s
seabe
ed.
loss, Figuree 9 shows th
To
T illustrate tthe role of sea surface scattering
s
in the sound transmission
t
he attenuatio
on
coefficient
c
of mode 10 ve
ersus range and
a frequenccy. At low fre
equencies, modal
m
attenuaation results primarily from
sound
s
absorp
ption in the seabed,
s
whe
ereas at high
her frequencies it is gove
erned by the sea surface
e scattering efe
fe
ect, which iss obvious beyyond the pollar front from
m about 1500
0 km. Lower order modees are less se
ensitive to th
he
surface
s
scatte
ering effect; however the
ey do not con
ntribute signifficantly to the
e sound fieldd near the bo
ottom.

Figure 9: Attenuation
A
co
oefficient of mode
m
10 vs ra
ange and freqquency.
The
T ESD leve
t received signal was calculated frrom the ESD
D level ESDS of the sourrce signal an
nd
el ESDR of the
th
he transmisssion loss TL, as ESDR = ESDS - TL
L. The ESD leevel of the airgun array ssignal recordded on the 188th
of
o May, when
n it was nearr the maximu
um value, is ccompared in Figure 10 with
w that preddicted by num
merical mode
elling for three different loccations of the
e sound sourrce. The agrreement betw
ween the moodelling and measurement
esults is goo
od, especiallyy for the sourrce location a
at a sea depth of 360 m (source
(
locattion 3).
re
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Figure 10
0: Modelled and
a measure
ed energy spe
ectral density
y levels of thee received sig
gnals.
of
When
W
compa
aring ESDR (Figure
(
10) with
w ESDS (F
Figure 3), on
ne can conclu
ude that the frequency dependence
d
th
he transmisssion loss is lo
ow. Indeed, the slope off ESDR and ESDS curves is similar bbetween app
proximately 30
3
Hz
H and 80 Hzz where the effects
e
of bottom interacttion and surfface scatterin
ng are not si gnificant com
mpared to that
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of spreading loss (Figure 8). At frequencies below approximately 30 Hz, the attenuation is noticeably higher due
to interaction of low order modes with the seabed over the shallower section of the continental slope. At frequencies above approximately 80 Hz, the effect of surface scattering becomes significant in the transmission
loss.
Finally, the SEL was calculated as a function of depth at the receiver location. Figure 11 shows the modelled
SEL versus depth and the SEL value of the airgun signals measured on the 18th of May. The plot clearly
demonstrates that the sound transmission from a shallow sound source over the continental slope is more efficient when the sea depth at the source location is smaller than the depth of the SOFAR channel axis. When the
sea depth at the source location is 150-200 m, the sound energy at the receiver location tends to concentrate in
the top 200-m water layer. As the sea depth at the source location increases, the SEL becomes more evenly
distributed across the water column.
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Figure 11: SEL of the received signal vs receiver depth at the distance to the sound recorder
modelled for three sound source locations. The horizontal error bar shows the range of SEL variations measured on the 18th of May.
4 SUMMARY
The sound emission and propagation model employed in this numerical study resulted in a good agreement of
the modelling results with the measurement data with respect to both ESD and SEL of the received signal.
However, the modelling results were verified by measurements only for a receiver placed near the seabed. The
comparison of the numerical predictions and measurement data would be much more comprehensive if we had
measurements made at different (shallower) receiver depths.
It’s also important to add that the measurements were made in austral summer when the Southern Ocean off
Eastern Antarctica is free of sea ice. In such conditions the airgun sound trapped in the polar near-surface
sound channel was affected by the transmission loss due to sound scattering from surface waves. A significant
wave height of approximately 8 m typical for the Southern Ocean south of the Antarctic polar front was used in
the sound transmission model, which resulted in a good agreement of modelling and measurement results. In
austral winter, an extensive area of the Southern Ocean south of the East Antarctic coast is covered by sea ice,
which affects the surface scattering mechanism and should be taken into consideration in the sound transmission model.
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